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You can also adjust the echo color individually for each of your settings and save this as a new
custom setting. This is especially useful if you want to adjust the colors for another project later on.
For all of the classic tape echo sounds you might expect from a tape delay, the RE-301 is a step
beyond. It features the coveted variable motor speed, allowing you to adjust the speed of the tape
to achieve the desired delay time. It also features a number of control knobs for adjusting the tape-
splicing artifacts, tape flutter and wow characteristics of the echo. A bar graph on the front panel
makes it easy to see your settings, and at the touch of a button, your settings are cycled through a
selection of tempo-synced presets, allowing you to find the perfect settings for your next song. From
rockabilly slapback to hazey trails of swirling delay, the Galaxy Tape Echo is a secret sauce for any
source in any genre. The RE-201's ECC and ID chip allows the user to program in additional delay
times and types of tape. ECC allows the user to store an unlimited number of settings in the chip. ID
allows the user to store information such as tape speed, tape wear, cartridge and tape status The
RE-301's ECC and ID chip allows the user to program in additional delay times and types of tape.
ECC allows the user to store an unlimited number of settings in the chip. ID allows the user to store
information such as tape speed, tape wear, cartridge and tape status It's your typical tape delay,
but with some nice spice - you'll get tape click, splice shifts, wow and flutter, and all the fun stuff
you might expect from a modern echo. But in addition to all of that, you'll get two-band
compression, 7.5% wet/dry control, and the soft tape libraries of the pros.
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